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contributors summarize scholarship on the most important topics in Poe
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Edgar Allan Poe Arthur Hobson Quinn 1997-11-25 Renowned as the creator

The Arthurian Revival Debra Mancoff 2014-08-13 Discrete inquiries into 15

of the detective story and a master of horror, the author of "The Red Mask of

forms of the Arthurian legends produced over the last century explore how

Death," "The Black Cat," and "The Murders of the Rue Morgue," Edgar Allan

they have altered the tradition. They consider works from the US and

Poe seems to have derived his success from suffering and to have suffered

Europe, and those aimed at popular and elite audiences. The overall

from his success. "The Raven" and "The Tell-Tale Heart" have been read as

conclusion is that the "Arthurian revival" is an ongoing event, and has become

signs of his personal obsessions, and "The Fall of the House of Usher" and "The

multivalent, multinational, and multimedia. Originally published in 1992.

Descent into the Maelstrom" as symptoms of his own mental collapse.

Edgar Allen Poe Ian Walker 2013-01-11 This set comprises 40 volumes

Biographers have seldom resisted the opportunities to confuse the pathologies

covering nineteenth and twentieth century European and American authors.

in the stories with the events in Poe's life. Against this tide of fancy, guesses,

These volumes will be available as a complete set, mini boxed sets (by theme)

and amateur psychologizing, Arthur Hobson Quinn's biography devotes itself

or as individual volumes. This second set compliments the first 68 volume set
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of Critical Heritage published by Routledge in October 1995.

Tresch shows that Poe lived, thought, and suffered surrounded by

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints 1974

science—and that many of his most renowned and imaginative works can best

Merlin, Merlin, Merlin Michael Skupin 2009-05-01 Merlin, Merlin, Merlin

be understood in its company. He cast doubt on perceived certainties even as

examines early and modern versions of this important figure in the legend of

he hungered for knowledge, and at the end of his life delivered a mind-

Arthur. The most unusual of these versions is the medieval Latin epic Vita

bending lecture on the origins of the universe that would win the admiration

Merlini (“the life of Merlin”), which is discussed in a thorough, yet reader-

of twentieth-century physicists. Pursuing extraordinary conjectures and a

friendly way.

unique aesthetic vision, he remained a figure of explosive contradiction: he

The Histrionic Mr. Poe Nathan Bryllion Fagin 1949

gleefully exposed the hoaxes of the era’s scientific fraudsters even as he

Discoveries in Poe Burton Ralph Pollin 1970

perpetrated hoaxes himself. Tracing Poe’s hard and brilliant journey, The

The Reason for the Darkness of the Night John Tresch 2021-06-15 Finalist for

Reason for the Darkness of the Night is an essential new portrait of a writer

the Los Angeles Times Book Prize | Finalist for the 2022 Edgar Award An

whose life is synonymous with mystery and imagination—and an

innovative biography of Edgar Allan Poe—highlighting his fascination and

entertaining, erudite tour of the world of American science just as it was

feuds with science. Decade after decade, Edgar Allan Poe remains one of the

beginning to come into its own.

most popular American writers. He is beloved around the world for his

Poe James M. Hutchisson 2005 "Poe reclaims the Baltimore and Virginia

pioneering detective fiction, tales of horror, and haunting, atmospheric verse.

writer's reputation and power, retracing Poe's life and career. James M.

But what if there was another side to the man who wrote “The Raven” and

Hutchisson captures the boisterous worlds of literary New York and

“The Fall of the House of Usher”? In The Reason for the Darkness of the

Philadelphia in the 1800s to understand why Poe wrote the way he did and

Night, John Tresch offers a bold new biography of a writer whose short,

why his achievement was so important to American literature. The

tortured life continues to fascinate. Shining a spotlight on an era when the

biography presents a critical overview of Poe's major works and his main

lines separating entertainment, speculation, and scientific inquiry were

themes, techniques, and imaginative preoccupations." "This portrait of the

blurred, Tresch reveals Poe’s obsession with science and lifelong ambition to

writer emphasizes Poe's southern identity. It traces his existence as a

advance and question human knowledge. Even as he composed dazzling

workaday journalist in the burgeoning magazine era and later his tremendous

works of fiction, he remained an avid and often combative commentator on

authority as a literary critic and cultural arbiter. To counter the long-lasting

new discoveries, publishing and hustling in literary scenes that also hosted the

damage done by Poe's literary enemies, Hutchisson explores the far-reaching,

era’s most prominent scientists, semi-scientists, and pseudo-intellectual rogues.

posthumous influence Poe's literary and critical work exerted on the sister

As one newspaper put it, “Mr. Poe is not merely a man of science—not

arts and on modern writers from Nietzsche to Nabokov."--BOOK JACKET.

merely a poet—not merely a man of letters. He is all combined; and perhaps

Maryland Historical Magazine William Hand Browne 1941 Includes the

he is something more.” Taking us through his early training in mathematics

proceedings of the Society.

and engineering at West Point and the tumultuous years that followed,
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Modern Language Notes 1949 Provides image and full-text online access to

literary success and the pressures of supporting his family, Poe sought work

back issues. Consult the online table of contents for specific holdings.

in American magazines, living in the cities that produced them. Scott Peeples

Maryland Wits and Baltimore Bards Frank R. Shivers 1998-01-29 In the first

chronicles Poe's rootless life in the cities, neighborhoods, and rooms where he

comprehensive literary history of Baltimore and Maryland, Frank R. Shivers,

lived and worked, exploring how each new place left its enduring mark on

Jr., explores the region's long-overlooked but substantial contribution to

the writer and his craft. Poe wrote short stories, poems, journalism, and

American letters. In picture and story, Shivers's lively account ranges from

editorials with urban readers in mind. He witnessed urban slavery up close,

the colonial satire of Ebenezer Cook to the national anthem of Francis Scott

living and working within a few blocks of slave jails and auction houses in

Key to the acclaimed works of Poe, Mencken, Fitzgerald, and more. 48

Richmond and among enslaved workers in Baltimore. In Philadelphia, he saw

illustrations. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.

an expanding city struggling to contain its own violent propensities. At a time

Illuminating Letters Paul C. Gutjahr 2009-06 How typography conveys and

when suburbs were just beginning to offer an alternative to crowded city

affects meaning from the Bible to comic books.

dwellings, he tried living cheaply on the then-rural Upper West Side of

Merlin. Baltimore, 1827. Together with Recollections of Edgar A. Poe. By

Manhattan, and later in what is now the Bronx. Poe's urban mysteries and

L.A. Wilmer. Edited with an Introduction by Thomas Ollive Mabbott

claustrophobic tales of troubled minds and abused bodies reflect his

Lambert A. WILMER 1941

experiences living among the soldiers, slaves, and immigrants of the

Arthurian Drama: An Anthology Alan Lupack 2014-08-21 This anthology

American city. Featuring evocative photographs by Michelle Van Parys, The

reproduces six plays based on stories of King Arthur from a variety of periods.

Man of the Crowd challenges the popular conception of Poe as an isolated

Originally published in 1991, it offers a comprehensive discussion of

artist living in a world of his own imagination, detached from his physical

Arthurian Drama in introduction and also provides an appendix listing printed

surroundings. The Poe who emerges here is a man whose outlook and career

scripts in English that address Arthurian legend.

were shaped by the cities where he lived, longing for a stable home.

Merlin: Baltimore, 1827 Lambert A. Wilmer 1941

Poe and Our Times Benjamin Franklin Fisher 1986

Merlin, Baltimore, 1827 Lambert A. Wilmer 1941 Merlin is reprinted from

Poe, a Biography William Robert Bittner 1962 Sympathetic assessment

photostats of the original which appeared in three instalments in the

interpreting the facts of Poe's life in the light of his associates, his times and

Baltimore North American, August 18, 25, and September 1, 1827 and

his peculiarities.

Wilmer's Recollections from a photostat of the original in the Baltimore Daily

Merlin, Baltimore, 1827 Lambert A. Wilmer 1941

commercial, May 23, 1866 (Vol. I, no. 200, p. 1, col. 5).

The Facts in the Case of E. A. Poe Andrew Sinclair 1980

The Letters of Edgar Allan Poe Edgar Allan Poe 1948

Maryland Wits & Baltimore Bards Frank R. Shivers 1985 In the first

The Man of the Crowd Scott Peeples 2020-10-20 How four American cities

comprehensive literary history of Baltimore and Maryland, Frank R. Shivers,

shaped Poe's life and writings Edgar Allan Poe (1809–1849) changed

Jr., explores the region's long-overlooked but substantial contribution to

residences about once a year throughout his life. Driven by a desire for

American letters. In picture and story, Shivers's lively account ranges from
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the colonial satire of Ebenezer Cook to the national anthem of Francis Scott

of early nineteenth-century America. Critics realize now, though, that Poe

Key to the acclaimed works of Poe, Mencken, Fitzgerald, and more. 48

was even more a part of the contemporary American literary scene than

illustrations.

many of his more “nationalistic” peers, and that in much of his work Poe was

Poe and the Printed Word Kevin J. Hayes 2000-05-25 Edgar Allan Poe

making commentaries on slavery and Southern social attitudes, technology,

continues to be a fascinating literary figure to students and scholars alike.

the urban landscape, political economy, and other subjects. This Broadview

Increasingly the focus of study pushes beyond the fright and amusement of

Edition includes a selection of Poe’s poems, tales, and sketches in such diverse

his famous tales and seeks to locate the author within the culture of his time.

modes of writing as tales of the supernatural and psychic conflict, satires and

In Poe and the Printed Word, Kevin Hayes explores the relationship between

hoaxes, science fiction and detective fiction, and nonfiction essays on literary

various facets of print culture and Poe's writings. His study provides a fuller

and social topics. These are supplemented by a selection of contextual

picture of Poe's life and works by examining how the publishing

documents—newspaper and magazine articles, treatises, and other historical

opportunities of his time influenced his development as a writer. Hayes

texts—that will help readers understand the social, literary, and intellectual

demonstrates how Poe employed different methods of publication as a

milieus in which Poe wrote.

showcase for his verse, criticism and fiction. Beginning with Poe's early

American Literature Clarence Gohdes 1942 Since its inception, American

exposure to the printed word, and ending with the ambitious magazine and

Literature has been regarded as the preeminent periodical in its field. Written

book projects of his final years, this reappraisal of Poe's career provides an

by established scholars as well as the newest and brightest young critics, AL's

engaging account that is part biography, part literary history and part history

thought-provoking essays cover a broad spectrum of periods and genres and

of the book.

employ a wide range of methodological and theoretical approaches--the best in

The Oxford Guide to Arthurian Literature and Legend Alan Lupack

American literary criticism. Each issue of American Literature contains

2007-04-26 The Oxford Guide to Arthurian Literature and Legend offers a

articles covering the works of several American authors, from colonial to

comprehensive survey of the Arthurian legends in all their manifestations,

contemporary, as well as an extensive book review section; a "Brief Mention"

from the earliest medieval texts to their appearances in contemporary culture.

section offering citations of new editions and reprints, collections, anthologies,

Essential reading for Arthurian scholars, medievalists, and for those interested

and other professional books; and an "Announcements" section that keeps

in myth and legend.

readers up-to-date on prizes, competitions, conferences, grants, and publishing

The Letters Edgar Allan Poe 1948

opportunities.

Edgar Allan Poe: Selected Poetry and Tales Edgar Allan Poe 2012-07-25 Edgar

Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature

Allan Poe’s stories and poems are among the most haunting and indelible in

Luna Monthly 1974

American literature, but critics for decades persisted in seeing Poe as an

Letters Edgar Allan Poe 1966

anomaly, or even an anachronism. His works, with their bizarrely motivated

Poe and Place Philip Edward Phillips 2018-10-23 This collection of fifteen

characters and mysterious settings, did not seem to be a part of the literature

original essays and one original poem explores the theme of “place” in the life,
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works, and afterlife of Edgar A. Poe (1809-1849). Poe and Place argues that

and those to which he sought to return, places he claimed to have gone, and

“place” is an important critical category through which to understand this

places that have embraced him as their own. The geo-critical and geo-spatial

classic American author in new and interesting ways. The geographical

perspectives in the collection offer fresh readings of Poe and provide readers

“places” examined include the cities in which Poe lived and worked, specific

new vantage points from which to approach Poe’s life, literary works,

locales included in his fictional works, imaginary places featured in his

aesthetic concerns, and cultural afterlife.

writings, physical and imaginary places and spaces from which he departed
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